Several years back we were lucky enough to end up in Malta in the Mediterranean. This is where I first became aware of what a Calzone was, and I have been hooked ever since. I mean seriously, what's not to love? I have no idea why calzones are not more popular than they are. They are awesome and delicious anytime, but in Malta they were often eaten on the fly as street food. That's
one thing against pizza, it's not great for eating when out and about, but as all the gooey loveliness is wrapped up inside the calzone, this is where they excel!

If you have never tried a calzone, or you just fancy making some, head over to 'The Mama’s Girls' via the link below and get the recipe and instructions. You can put any filling inside your calzone, my favourite is meatballs!

How To Make Braided Pizza Calzones
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